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Purpose

This Community Design Guidebook (“Design Guidebook” or “Guidebook”) was developed by Cary Towne Center Property, LLC, the applicant
of Cary Towne Center Preliminary Development Plan (the “Project”). This document is hereby included as a zoning condition for the project
to help facilitate Cary Towne Center’s re-development as a high quality, high density urban mixed use district. The purpose of this Design
Guidebook is to ensure that the project is developed with a higher level of quality and an overall higher caliber of design than would
otherwise be required under the Town of Cary’s existing architectural standards, which are contained in the Town’s Land Development
Ordinance (“LDO”) and Community Appearance Manual (“CAM”).
The Guidebook achieves these objectives by identifying specific types of design elements and then illustrating the level of quality required
for the Project. This Design Guidebook utilizes pictures to convey the caliber of design, overall quality of materials, and the type, character,
and relationship of design elements that may be used and combined to create a unique and special sense of place for the Project. The
actual design of the Project may vary from the Town’s architectural standards with the overall design including materials and design
elements substantially similar to those pictured and described in this Design Guidebook to achieve a high quality development.
This Guidebook is also designed to provide the developer with opportunities for flexibility and creativity in achieving the committed level of
design and quality. The pictures and descriptions in this Guidebook are conceptual examples of the high quality of materials and caliber of
design envisioned for the Project. The materials, architectural features, signage, fixtures, hardscape, and landscape components depicted
(“design elements”) are (i) not intended to be exclusive, (ii) not exhaustive examples of design elements that may meet the level of quality
required, and (iii) not required to be duplicated in the design or construction of the Project. Instead, these design elements are intended to
be used as examples of acceptable approaches to building massing and articulation, street level architecture, fenestration and materials,
lighting, parking deck design and screening, the construction and display of specialty and temporary uses, landscaping, hardscapes, site
furnishings, screening and enclosures (together “Guideline elements”). Guideline elements are intended to be applied in a manner that
promotes variability and variation, in order to achieve the overall goal of establishing the Project as a unique, high quality, mixed use
district.
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Application

This Design Guidebook is intended to be used in lieu of the Town’s LDO and CAM when determining the architectural standards to which
development of the Project must adhere, except as provided below. For all development of the Project, the review of design and materials
may occur at the time of development plan review or building permit review. Development plans that demonstrate compliance with the
high quality and caliber of design reflected in this Guidebook, and show substantial similarity to the Guidebook elements, may be approved.
In such cases, proposed designs and materials may be informed by Guidebook elements, and may be significantly more like, than not like,
the Guidebook elements in terms of quality of materials and the level and application of design.
Being substantially similar does not require, or intend, that Guidebook elements have to be copied. As part of fostering creative, unique,
and innovative outcomes, substantially similar outcomes may sometimes differ from the examples illustrated in the Guidebook. In such
cases, as long as these creative and innovate designs and their associated elements are equally good or better in terms of quality and
caliber of design, such that the end result still achieves the overall high quality of development reflected in the Design Guidebook, such
development plans may be approved.
Unless otherwise specifically addressed in the Preliminary Development Plan for the Project, materials and design-related aspects that are
not addressed in this Design Guidebook may be subject to all requirements of the LDO, CAM, and other applicable laws, standards, policies,
and guidelines. Assuming compliance with these requirements is demonstrated, such development plans may be approved.
For purposes of review, it is important to note that the captions underneath the pictured Guidebook elements are intended to highlight the
primary design element(s) illustrated in each picture. Captions are not intended to be an exclusive listing of the design elements in the
picture. Accordingly, pictures may be used to identify more than one Guidebook element(s) and all of those Guidebook elements may not
necessarily be identified in the captions.
As indicated above, compliance may be determined at the time of development plan or building permit review by the Planning Director or
his or her designee (“Director”). Plans that are determined to be compliant may be approved by the Director. Decisions of the Director may
be appealed as provided in the Town’s LDO.
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Vision

The Cary Towne Center master plan envisions the transformation of the existing underutilized mall into a walkable neighborhood that
includes residences, offices, shops, restaurants, hotels, civic spaces, and parks. The Project may be an engaging, organic neighborhood—a
destination to dwell, collaborate, learn, stay, eat and drink, shop, and recreate. Embracing urban place making and connecting homes,
workplaces, daily necessities, and leisure activities as part of a complete neighborhood may support Cary’s evolving demographics and
become a source of civic pride.
Generally, the Project may accomplish this vision by:
• Incorporating a variety of architectural styles to create a vibrant, sophisticated, high-quality and authentic neighborhood that is inviting
and enjoyable to visitors, residents and employees.

• Including a high level of style, character and design quality in a manner that accentuates individual uses while composing an overall
neighborhood fabric that is a setting for high- quality place-making.
• Designing each building in a distinctive manner consistent with the overall design vision for the Project.
• Incorporating a high-quality pedestrian oriented streetscape that includes a variety of public and civic spaces.
• Utilizing high-quality materials to construct the buildings, streetscape, architectural elements, signage, lighting, and public places.
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Architectural Character – Office & Institutional
Massing and Articulation
The architectural term “massing” refers to the general shape, form
and size of a building. Massing is the organization of the building’s
overall volume and is determined by the size of floors and how
these floors are stacked.
Office and institutional buildings generally have large and broad
rectangular floors, as compared to other uses.
The massing of these buildings along streets and at the edge of
public spaces is a significant consideration in making the
appropriate feel and scale of an urban mixed use environment
within the Project. The larger floors and volumes of office and
institutional buildings are generally located along larger scale
streets.
In architectural terms “articulation” is a method of composing the
surfaces of volumes to create patterns of openings, changes in
materials, overhangs and projections, shade structures and other
fenestration on building surfaces. Office and institutional buildings
generally have fairly simple repetitive patterns of articulation in the
floors above street level, because of the need for flexibility for
multiple tenants that change over time.

Key Elements
•

The overall massing of large floorplate office buildings may generally be aligned along streets within the grid of the Project, however
slight setbacks and overhangs along these corridors may provide some three dimensional relief and subtle shadow effects on these street
walls. Consider use of specialized massing at selected locations such as corners and varied roof lines.

•

Mix modern and traditional styles derived from the architectural character of the region, including the industrial heritage of brick, glass
and steel buildings.

•

Emphasize important building corners and terminating vistas from streets and parks by treating them as architecturally important - areas
for special design consideration. This may create a hierarchy and variation within the building designs. These are opportunities for
varying the massing with projections (bays), added height and/or change of fenestration.

•

Some variation in the facades of taller office buildings is an appropriate response to the varying solar exposure of buildings. For example,
west facing facades may have limited glass or have sun screening integrated into the articulation, while northern facing facades may have
the most glass to maximize access to natural light.

•

Prominent building bases may differ the massing from upper levels through taller floor heights, differing materials, colors or articulation.

•

Entrances to office and institutional buildings are significant opportunities to vary the architectural design at street level with canopies,
setbacks and other variations - along with changes in articulation - to give three dimensional relief to the building design. Another
variation option may be to extend the height of the first floor to create a signature ground floor experience that differs from the above
floors, or to provide space to compliment and activate the street-level experience. In addition, the streetscape and landscape design may
create an exterior space that extends the entry experience into the site.

•

When office and institutional buildings of varying heights are aligned along streets, some continuity between buildings may be created by
aligning some of the articulation. This is sometimes referred to as regulating lines, for example, when a cornice line at the first level aligns
from one building to an adjacent building, or when cornice lines at upper levels align between buildings.

•

Parking may be located where it is screened by buildings or treated architecturally when visible from streets.

•

Mix modern and traditional styles derived from the architectural character of the region, including the industrial heritage of brick, glass
and steel buildings.
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Architectural Character – Office & Institutional
Massing and Articulation

Building base articulated differently from upper levels

Building base articulated differently from upper
levels

Align large floorplate office buildings along streets to
screen parking

Varying mullion types and prominent
building base.

Varying articulation based on solar orientation

Mix of modern and traditional

Create continuities between buildings

Emphasize key corners with variation in massing and/or
articulation

Vary architectural design at street level
8
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Architectural Character – Office & Institutional
Fenestration and Materials
Key Elements
•

Visibility into lobbies and amenities is important.

•

Use large recessed punched openings to create shadows and visual relief.

•

Encourage a variety of building materials to provide visual interest and richness.

•

Highly detailed window treatments are encouraged.

•

Painted brick to create rich and authentic visual texture.

•

Utilize contemporary building technologies and traditional building practices common
to the region, including the industrial heritage of brick, steel and glass buildings.

•

Employ a diversity of regionally authentic materials to create visual interest, express
different building uses and to give identity to individual buildings.

•

The following building materials are recommended and approved for use the Project:

Diversity of materials to create visual interest including steel, brick, glass, panel systems such as precast concrete and others, as well as wood

Precast concrete; Modular brick masonry, e.g. stone, decorative terra cotta;
stucco and cement plaster; visible glazing such as clear and fritted glass; quality
mullion systems; precast concrete and GFRC may be of an architectural quality,
cast stone, fiber cement, wood paneling and metal panel

Materials used in layers on facades to create depth

Punched windows within authentic regional materials
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Architectural Character – Office & Institutional
Street Level Activation
Key Elements
•

Line streets with active street level uses
where practicable, such as lobbies, building
amenity spaces, and retail bays.

•

Consider environmental enhancements to
the pedestrian zone with canopies, awnings
and shade structures.

•

Incorporate a variety of materials and other
design elements to create a distinctive and
engaging public realm.

•

Employ strategies to externalize the ground
floor program with transparency to engage
the street.

•

Office and Institutional building entries may
have principal entries along sidewalks and be
designed to enhance the pedestrian
experience.

•

Create a prominent building base, through
changes to materials, bay height, canopies,
or floor elevation changes.

Activation of the street by locating large lobbies behind clear glass visible to the
outside

Activation of the street through retail or amenity
space

Office building entries designed with visibility and a clear point of entry

Office building entries designed to enhance pedestrian
experience and create a clear point of entry

Office building entries designed to
enhance pedestrian experience
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Architectural Character – Commercial / Retail
Massing and Articulation
The architectural term “massing” refers to the general shape, form
and size of a building. Massing is the organization of the building’s
overall volume and is determined by the size of floors and how
these floors are stacked.
The massing of these buildings along streets and at the edge of
public spaces is a significant consideration in making the
appropriate feel and scale of an urban mixed use environment at
Cary Towne Center.
In architectural terms “articulation” is a method of composing the
surfaces of volumes to create patterns of openings, changes in
materials, overhangs and projections, shade structures and other
fenestration on building surfaces.

Key Elements
•

Mix modern and traditional styles derived from the architectural character of the region, including the industrial heritage of brick,
glass and steel buildings.

•

Emphasize important building corners and terminating vistas from streets and parks by treating them as architecturally important
- areas for special design consideration. This may create a hierarchy and variation within the building designs. These are
opportunities for varying the massing with projections (bays), added height and/or change of fenestration.

•

Some variation in the facades is an appropriate response to the varying solar exposure of buildings. For example, west facing
facades may have limited glass or have sun screening integrated into the articulation, while northern facing facades may have the
most glass to maximize access to natural light.

•

Vary the articulation to break down the scale of highly visible large facades of commercial and retail buildings.

•

Entrances to commercial and retail buildings are significant opportunities to vary the architectural design at street level with
canopies, setbacks and other variations - along with changes in articulation - to give three dimensional relief to the building
design. In addition, the streetscape and landscape design may create an exterior space that extends the entry experience into the
site..

•

When commercial and retail buildings of varying heights are aligned along streets, some continuity between buildings may be
created by aligning some of the articulation. This is sometimes referred to as regulating lines, for example, when a cornice line at
the first level aligns from one building to an adjacent building, or when cornice lines at upper levels align between buildings.

•

Parking may be located where it is screened by buildings or treated architecturally when visible from streets.

•

Retail pavilions within the plazas that are critical to open space placemaking may be expressed and visible from various directions.
Each pavilion may express its own architectural style to create heterogeneity within each public space.

•

Ground level facades and storefronts may open at some locations to blend the interior experience with the public realm of streets
and open space, through the use of sliding doors, garage doors, etc.

•

Tenant and retailers may incorporate signage, brand, or materials on the ground-floor portion of the façade related to their space
by modifying a portion of this façade.
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Architectural Character – Commercial / Retail
Massing and Articulation

text

Retail extended onto sidewalk

Second floor retail and outdoor spaces create additional
opportunities for community activation

Create facades that open at some locations to extend outdoors

Building height variations

text

Retail may be unique in character for each retailer

Distinct architectural treatment for each tenant provides variation
text
text
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Architectural Character – Commercial / Retail
Fenestration and Materials
Key Elements
•

Visibility into lobbies and amenities is important.

•

Use large recessed punched openings to create shadows and visual relief.

•

Encourage a variety of building materials to provide visual interest and richness.

•

Highly detailed window treatments are encouraged.

•

To create a seamless transition from the interior to the exterior, storefront systems
may utilize garages doors, “nano walls,” and any other operable door systems.

•

Painted brick to create rich and authentic visual texture.

•

Utilize contemporary building technologies and traditional building practices common
to the region, including the industrial heritage of brick, steel and glass buildings.

•

Employ a diversity of regionally authentic materials to create visual interest, express
different building uses and to give identity to individual buildings.

•

The following building materials are recommended and approved for use in Project:

Variety of materials at street level

Diversity of regionally authentic
materials and garage doors blend
indoor and outdoor spaces

Bay projections provide visual interest

Variety of materials at street level

Storefront may use operable door
systems

Painted brick to create rich and authentic visual texture

Precast concrete; Modular brick masonry, e.g. stone, decorative terra cotta;
stucco and cement plaster; visible glazing such as clear and fritted glass; quality
mullion systems; precast concrete and GFRC may be of an architectural quality,
cast stone, fiber cement, wood paneling and metal panel
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Architectural Character – Commercial / Retail
Street Level Activation
Key Elements
•

Whenever possible line streets with active street level uses
where possible such as retail, food & beverage, lobbies and
amenity spaces.

•

Extend food and beverage to outdoor spaces along the
sidewalk and, if possible, to roof terraces at selected
locations.

•

Retail spaces may express individual storefronts to provide
variation.

•

Consider environmental enhancements to the pedestrian
zone with canopies, awnings and shade structures.

•

If possible, make some retail streets with outdoor seating,
dining and denote with use of landscaping and special
lighting.

•

Incorporate a variety of materials and other design elements
to create a distinctive and engaging public realm.

•

Make widened sidewalk spaces or setback buildings with
small courtyards for outdoor dining in some locations on
retail streets.

•

Employ strategies to externalize the ground floor program
with transparency to engage the street.

•

Make some street level retail spaces with walls, doors or
glass that open to connect interior to exterior seasonally.

•

Design storefronts and sidewalks so retailers can extend into
the pedestrian space through the use of “nano walls” or
operable garage doors.

text

text

Active uses such as retail along streets in the Urban Core

Canopies, awnings and shade structures on streets

Outdoor dining along sidewalks and on a second floor roof terrace

Pedestrian only retail street with seating
and outdoor dining

Widened sidewalk for outdoor dining
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Architectural Character – Residential
Massing and Articulation
The architectural term “massing” refers to the general shape, form
and size of a building. Massing is the organization of the building’s
overall volume and is determined by the size of floors and how
these floors are stacked.
The massing of these buildings along streets and at the edge of
public spaces is a significant consideration in making the
appropriate feel and scale of an urban mixed use environment at
the Project.
In architectural terms “articulation” is a method of composing the
surfaces of volumes to create patterns of openings, changes in
materials, overhangs and projections, shade structures and other
fenestration on building surfaces. Residential buildings may have
façade variation based upon the typical width of a residential unit
or townhome. Additionally, outdoor spaces may provide variability
through the use of balcony projections and recessed terraces, as
well as exposed courtyards, both at-grade an elevated above a
building base.

Key Elements
•

Vary building forms and surface treatments to relieve long facades, including
varying cornice heights, specialized corner treatment, and bay projections

•

Use horizontal and vertical planes to break up the mass of buildings and create
visually interesting streetscapes

•

Emphasize the difference between the base and upper-levels of a buildings using
step-backs, material changes, and/or different fenestration types

•

Create different patterns of facade treatment for different uses, such as retail
versus residential (different uses have different architectural requirements, and
may be used to vary building expression)

•

Architectural devices such as soffits, belt cornices, or other styles of horizontal
bands of relieving and contrasting material, or projecting bays, may be designed
in a contemporary manner

•

Use building breaks, including exposed courtyards and separated towers, to
further articulate buildings where appropriate
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Architectural Character – Residential
Massing and Articulation

Create articulated facades with recessed terraces and bay
projections for visual interest and to create depth

Townhouse elevated front entryway from public realm

Vary façade treatments with townhouses on streets where
possible in response to create interest

Change of materials, color, height and visual plane can create a significant
corner condition

Create articulated facades with balconies for
visual interest

Private residential green courtyards used to break
down massing and scale

Residential blocks organized around courtyards
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Architectural Character – Residential
Fenestration and Materials
Key Elements
•

Promote visibility into lobbies and amenities.

•

Use large recessed, punched openings and bay projections to create shadows and
visual relief.

•

Encourage a variety of building materials to provide visual interest and richness.

•

Facades to incorporate color to provide more visual interest.

•

Utilize contemporary building technologies and traditional building practices common
to the region, including the industrial heritage of brick, steel and glass buildings.

•

Employ a diversity of regionally authentic materials to create visual interest, express
different building uses and to give identity to individual buildings.

•

The following building materials are recommended and approved for use in Project:

Diversity of materials to create visual interest including steel, brick, glass, panel systems such as precast concrete and others, as
well as wood

Precast concrete; Modular brick masonry, e.g. stone, decorative terra cotta;
stucco and cement plaster; visible glazing such as clear and fritted glass; quality
mullion systems; precast concrete and GFRC may be of an architectural quality,
cast stone, fiber cement, wood paneling and metal panel

Utilize contemporary building
technologies

Facades to incorporate color to provide more visual
interest

Encourage a variety of building materials to provide
visual interest and richness
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Architectural Character – Residential
Street Level Activation
Key Elements
•

Street-level uses are typically functionally different than the
uses on higher building levels, with the exception of residential
buildings such as townhouses.

•

Slight variation of building height, or expression of a taller
building base, along active streets may enhance the pedestrian
experience.

•

Periodically allow street-level uses to move vertically into upper
levels.

•

Whenever possible line streets with active street level uses
where possible, such as lobbies and amenity spaces, and make
these spaces visible to the street.

•

Consider environmental enhancements to the pedestrian zone
with canopies, awnings and shade structures.

•

Incorporate a variety of materials and other design elements to
create a distinctive and engaging public realm.

•

Residential building entries may have principal entries along
sidewalks and be designed to enhance the pedestrian
experience.

•

Use of private residence entries, stoops, porches and patios
along the street provide visual interest and activate the street.

Multifamily building with “walk-out” units

Townhouses with entries to the street

Residential entries and lobbies on sidewalks

Residential amenities visible from street

Expression of taller building base and visible lobby and residential amenities along active streets
may enhance the pedestrian experience
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Perimeter Streetscape Overview
Streetscape

Residential Massing Exhibit

Conceptual Walnut Street Streetscape

Cary Towne Center Boulevard and Maynard Road
Streetscapes
•

Cary Towne Center Boulevard and Maynard Road will
conform to Town of Cary Land Development Ordinance
standards.

Walnut Street Streetscape
•

35 foot streetscape along Walnut Street will include:
•

10 foot streetside trail

•

5 foot planting strip adjacent to curb

•

20 foot streetscape buffer consisting of:

•

Upper story trees planted 2 trees per 100
linear feet except where intersections or
other streetscapes conflict

•

Evergreen or understory ornamental trees
planted 2 trees per 100 linear feet

•

Landscape elements within the streetscape may be
clustered to screen architectural elements, balconies or
amenity areas of residential uses

•

Site furnishing (benches, garbage cans, and other
pedestrian amenities) may be located within the
streetscape
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Perimeter Streetscape Overview
Walnut Street Building Articulation
Key Elements
•

Express individual residential units along streets with slight
setbacks and/or change of materials and colors.

•

Residential buildings may vary in height up to four to six
levels.

•

Create some variety and visual interest by including
setbacks, varying materials, colors and transparency.

•

Utilize bay projections, recesses and balconies to provide
variation in the massing.

•

Create viewsheds into Urban Core area of site where
practicable.

•

Utilize specialized treatment of building corner(s) to create
strong anchors and points of reference, as well as visual
interest for variation.

•

Architectural treatment may vary depending on residential
or office use for each building.

Conceptual Streetscape and
Building Articulation Models

Residential Massing Exhibit
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Perimeter Streetscape Overview
Retaining Walls
Retaining walls shall be designed to resolve grading issues while providing visual interest along Cary Towne Center. Preferred
materials for retaining walls should include natural stone, stone veneer, textured concrete block, and cast in place concrete.
Materials may vary but must be clean, contemporary, and neutral in color. If possible, it is encouraged to have terraces with
planting, to avoid monolithic retaining walls. Project monument signage may be incorporated into the design of the retaining walls.

Retaining wall heights located within the perimeter streetscapes shall be limited as follows::
Walnut Street – 4-feet in height
SE Maynard Street – 75% of frontage shall not exceed 6-feet in height; Remaining 25% of frontage may not exceed 8-feet in height
Cary Towne Blvd – 10-feet in height

Concrete Block Modules

Natural Stone Retaining
Walls with Planting

Natural Stone Retaining
Walls with Planting

Stone Veneer

Cast in Place Concrete
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Internal Streetscape Overview
This section describes the guidelines for the streetscape and publicly accessible pathways.
These general guidelines apply to all streets, and in addition, City Street standards shall apply
to public streets within the development.

For specific information on the vision for associated open spaces and, please refer to
Community Gathering Spaces. Note that all public space proposals will evolve with the design
of each applicable space within the Project. The following guidelines shall apply to streetscapes
and pathways subject to modification in the design review process:
1.

Streets shall be designed to promote pedestrian and bicycle access, circulation, and safety.

2.

Intersections between private access roads and streets shall be carefully designed to
consider the variable needs of pedestrians, bicycles, automobile traffic, bus traffic, delivery
trucks and emergency service vehicles.

3.

Type “A” Corridors will have separated bicycle tracks, while most Type “B” and Type “C”
Corridors will be Bike Boulevards, where bicyclists will share the streets with slower
moving motorists.

4.

Where possible, some layby or drop-off areas should be planned to allow for safe access to
ride sharing vehicles.

5.

Bike racks shall be included in a manner consistent with zoning for short or long term bike
users.

6.

Lighting shall balance concerns between light pollution, safety, and the creation of a
compelling evening streetscape. Lighting should vary by area within the development
depending on the predominant patterns of use.

7.

Planted areas shall be designed to allow for water infiltration, particularly in areas outside
of the Urban Core.

8.

Street furnishing shall be included consistent with this Design Guidebook.
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Internal Streetscape Overview
General Street Standards: Sidewalks and Planting
•

Sidewalks will have a minimum clear walking width of six feet. In the
Urban Core, the sidewalk will be wider to allow for more intense
pedestrian traffic and for tenants to locate outdoor dining or other
features along storefronts, however a clear unencumbered walking zone
of six feet will be maintained.

•

The planting zone along the curb should be a minimum width of six feet.
Where curbside parking occurs, there should be at least eighteen inches
from the face of curb to the planting zone

•

Street trees should be located on all streets that are pedestrian corridors.
Some alleys, or minor local residential streets, which are not intended for
pedestrian circulation may not have street trees.

•

Street trees should be selected and sized at a minimum 3” caliper, and
will be planted at curbside, at least 2 feet 6 inches from the face of curb.
The spacing should average no more than 30 feet on center along the
curbside, however in selected locations such as building entries with
canopies, there may be areas where trees are spaced further than 30 feet
apart.

•

Street trees should be planted with an adequate soil zone along with
levels of oxygen, soil nutrients and water to sustain healthy growth. The
strategies for creating these planting zones to support healthy trees
should vary depending on the intensity of pedestrian traffic, therefore the
Urban Core should have a different approach to street tree planting than
in residential areas.

•

There are alternative ways of achieving an adequate soil zone in the
Urban Core. One approach is a 6’ wide planting zone with trees
planted 30’ on center (on average), which yields a soil zone over 400
cu. ft. per tree (20’ x 6’ x 3.5’). Another approach in high intensity
areas is to place pavers over an amended soil zone of appropriate
volume. These pavers would still allow for water and oxygen to reach
the soil zone, and the opening for the tree would typically be 4’ x 4’
and uncovered. Using this approach the soil zone could be as wide as
7.5’ to 8’.

•

Outside of the Urban Core, there should be a nearly continuous soil
zone 6’ to 7.5’ along streets which yields almost 800 cu. ft. per tree
with similar tree spacing. The continuous soil zone has additional
benefits. Making soil zone areas contiguous in both the Urban Core
and elsewhere helps trees to thrive and share the benefits of the comingling of roots. One pattern may be two trees planted in one zone,
separated by paving, then another grouping of two trees. The pairing
of trees planted closer together in a common soil zone would also
allow for paved areas between the soil zones of paired trees where
pedestrians can walk from curbside parking spaces to the sidewalk.
This paved space between trees also allows for seating, street lights
and other street furniture.
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Internal Streetscape Overview
General Street Standards: Sidewalks and Planting

Clear walking area in sidewalk adjacent to street tree planting in the
Urban Core

Street tree planting protected with small railings

Street tree planting in the Urban Core with minimum clear walking
space adjacent to building

Street tree planting zone punctuated with street furnishings

Street tree planting in continuous planting area in residential areas outside the Urban
Core

24
Street tree planting in nearly continuous planting area in residential
areas outside the Urban Core

Internal Streetscape Overview
Circulation Corridor A
Key Elements
•

Circulation Corridor “A” is designed as a primary vehicular access street entering and
circulating through the site.

•

Parking garages should be located where convenient vehicular access can be made
from these corridors.

•

These corridors are also a key part of the connected urban grid of streets with
addresses and front doors for significant users, including office buildings, so the
corridors should be designed for pedestrians and bicyclists, as well motorists.

•

The Type “A” Corridors will have separated bike tracks. Because the Type A streets are
at the edges of the higher pedestrian volume Urban Core area, the two way bike
tracks is believed to be the preferred option, with the cycle tracks located on the outer
side of the Type A Streets, furthest from the Urban Core area to help minimize
pedestrian conflicts. This makes an asymmetrical street section, which would orient
one side to pedestrians and the other side to vehicles and bicycles (although both
sides would have standard sidewalks). However, upon further design at development
plan, the separated bike track may be separated, with one way on each side of type
“A” corridors.

•

Service entries should not be located along Type A Corridors if practicable.

•

Paving of pedestrian areas should be cast in place concrete or exposed
aggregate paving, with the option of decorative pavers near building entries or
in pedestrian amenity zones along the sidewalk. Where cast in place concrete is
the material, there should be scoring lines spaced to give scale and rhythm to
the pedestrian zone as compared to vehicular areas.

•

Street trees selected for these corridors should be species that can take
advantage o f the wider right-of-way and mature into large canopy shade trees
overhanging the street. Planting areas at curbside could accommodate
perennials, low shrubs and native grasses.

•

Lighting should be larger scale fixtures, spaced to provide adequate illumination
in these wider corridors and avoid the clutter of too many poles. Poles should be
aligned with street trees. Intersections and crosswalks should receive greater
illumination for the safety of pedestrians.
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Internal Streetscape Overview
Circulation Corridor A

the Type A streets are at the edges of
the higher pedestrian volume Urban
Core area, we recommended the two
way bike tracks on the outer side of
the Type A Streets furthest from the
Urban Core area to help minimize
pedestrian conflicts. This does make
an asymmetrical street section, which
may be appropriate with one side
more oriented to pedestrians and the
other side inclusive of bicycles. The
two way bike track on one side may be
more visible as a clearly defined bike
route, and on the outside of the Urban
Core streets, it would logically connect
to the two way bike track proposed
along the Loop Road and Ivy Lane
berm as clearly defined bike routes.
The separated bike track, one way on
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Internal Streetscape Overview
Circulation Corridor B
Key Elements
•

Circulation Corridor “B” is designed as a street in the Urban Core which serves
pedestrians and slow moving vehicular traffic. The vehicular traffic is destination
oriented to arrive at parking garages, find curbside parking spaces and drop off and
pick up passengers.

•

The design of the corridor includes wider sidewalks which may accommodate outdoor
dining and other tenant and pedestrian use of the sidewalk.

•

•

•

•

In addition to the curbside planting, there should movable planters in some areas to
define outdoor dining areas, seating areas, direct pedestrian circulation as well as
soften paved areas.

•

Paving of pedestrian areas should be cast in place concrete, exposed aggregate paving,
and/or pavers on key sidewalks in the Urban Core. Where cast in place concrete is the
material, there should be scoring lines spaced to give scale and rhythm to the
pedestrian zone as compared to vehicular areas.

There will be numerous entries to buildings along these sidewalks where awnings and
canopies may extend over the sidewalk.

•

Bicyclists will share the street with motorists, as a “bicycle boulevard,” because the
traffic is slow moving. The street will have markings to identify that bicyclists will be
using the corridors as well as motorists.

Crosswalks at key locations in the heart of the Urban Core should have special
treatment, such as a change of material, more intricate scoring patterns, or special
paving.

•

The lighting on these corridors should be designed for the scale of the Urban Core with
lower scale pedestrian oriented fixtures along with the potential illumination of
planting, public art and other special features.

•

There may be opportunities to incorporate public art into the design of these streets in
the Urban Core at a highly visible location or prominent entry.

•

Service entries should consolidated on streets where there is less pedestrian activity.

Street tree planting should be designed to provide shaded walks, particularly along
south and west facing buildings. Where retail is planned along these corridors, street
trees should be selected among those which have a habit of growing upright with a
significant clear space under the canopy to avoid blocking views to retail storefronts.

•

Planting areas at curbside could accommodate perennials, low shrubs and native
grasses. In the most intensely used pedestrian areas, these planting areas may benefit
from low railings to protect plantings and prevent compaction of soil zones.

•

Some areas of the Urban Core may have intense pedestrian activity where the
curbside planting should be reduced in favor of pavers over the amended soil zone.
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Internal Streetscape Overview
Circulation Corridor B
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Internal Streetscape Overview
Circulation Corridor C
Key Elements
•

Circulation Corridor Type “C” is designed as a street in the predominantly residential
areas that provides access to parking garages and encourages pedestrian circulation,
particularly to the Urban Core. The sidewalks in residential areas may also have a
significant recreational use as walking paths.

•
•

Street tree planting should be designed to provide shaded walks, particularly along
south and west facing buildings.

•

Lighting should be designed to achieve adequate levels for safety and visibility, but
also be more subdued in residential areas as compared to the Urban Core.

•

The streets should be designed to encourage slow moving traffic. Curbside parking on
these streets for visitors and potential tenants will help slow traffic.

•

Townhouses should have parking off of an alley, if possible, to preserve the street
front for building entries.

•

Bicyclists will share the street with motorists , as a “bicycle boulevard,” because the
traffic is slow moving. The street will have markings to identify that bicyclists will be
using the corridors as well as motorists.

•

Service entries should be on secondary streets or alleys, if possible.

•

The design of the corridor includes wider and more continuous planting zones
curbside along with a planted zone in the setback between the sidewalk and the
building face., so there is an opportunity to make a more extensive landscape design
incorporating both sides of the sidewalk.

•

Planting areas at curbside and between the sidewalk and building could accommodate
perennials, low shrubs, small trees and native grasses.

•

There will be entries to buildings along these sidewalks where canopies may extend
over the sidewalk and where drop offs and pick ups will occur in a curbside zone.

•

There may be some residential amenity spaces that open up to the sidewalk for
outdoor use, as well as residential stoops, patios and private access.
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Internal Streetscape Overview
Circulation Corridor C
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Community Gathering Areas
Urban Core - Landscape Character
Community gathering spaces as identified in this section of the Design
Guidebook are important to the successful activation and animation of the
Urban Core. The community gathering spaces need to be strategically sited,
designed, programmed and managed to be complementary to the overall
experience and to add value to their adjacent buildings and the Project as an
active mixed use neighborhood.
Shown below are examples of a wide variety of community gathering spaces
that represent the many ways that they can be used to activate the Urban
Core in terms of programming, function, activation, design quality, and design
details that are intended for the Project. These community gathering spaces
illustrate the many different ways to activate and program civic spaces
through projects that include: interactive events and programming; flexibility
and multi-purpose venues; social gathering spaces; adaptability to small and
large events; provision of seasonal comforts such as shade; flexible seating
and outdoor gathering spaces; among others.

Interactive Activities and Programming

Flexibility of Civic Space to accommodate seasonal activities

Key Elements
• Plaza / Flexible Lawn for Events
• Venues for Music, Performance, Movie Night
• Active Edges with Food and Beverage Pavilions
• Seasonal Displays
• Variety of Seating Options
• Shade Structures
• Recreational Activities
• Active and Quiet Areas
• Special Lighting
• Splash Park / Water Features
• Public Art
• Planting and Structures to Provide Shaded Seating

Social Gather Spaces

Functional gather spaces and opportunities for intimate gather seating
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Community Gathering Areas
Urban Core - Landscape Character
Key Elements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plaza / Flexible Lawn for Events
Venues for Music, Performance, Movie Night
Active Edges with Food and Beverage Pavilions
Seasonal Displays
Variety of Seating Options
Shade Structures
Recreational Activities
Active and Quiet Areas
Special Lighting
Splash Park / Water Features
Public Art
Planting and Structures to Provide Shaded Seating

Special Lighting

Gathering areas designed to allow for programming
and events
text

Large event / activity gathering spaces

Large lawn areas for programming and events

text

text Park / Water features
Splash

text

Planting to provide shaded seating

text

Variety of Seating Options

Distinctive / Modern shade structures
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Community Gathering Areas
Urban Core - Landscape Character
Key Elements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plaza / Flexible Lawn for Events
Venues for Music, Performance, Movie Night
Active Edges with Food and Beverage Pavilions
Seasonal Displays
Variety of Seating Options
Shade Structures
Recreational Activities
Active and Quiet Areas
Special Lighting
Splash Park / Water Features
Public Art
Varied Seating Options
Planting and Structures to Provide Shaded Seating

Active edges along public spaces

Variety lighting within plazas

Variety lighting within plazas

Retail pavilions and kiosks in and within the plazas

Flexibility of the space to provide seasonal programming /
displays

Outdoor fire pit within social spaces

A variety of seating options

Use of natural materials though paving,
furniture, planting and walls
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Community Gathering Areas
Urban Core - Hardscape Elements
The following section sets forth the design goals and objectives for the landscape materials
that may be used throughout the broader development area, and within the individual
building sites. Specific manufacturer reference may be considered solely as precedent
examples to help illustrate a guideline. The following material guidelines apply to open
spaces and parks that are part of the PDP. The following guidelines may apply to all
landscaping materials subject to modification in the design review process:

Cast in Place Concrete with Decorative Borders

Granite Paving

All paving materials may be able to withstand high volumes of pedestrian movement and
harsh weather conditions, as well as accessibility for all people. Paving may be able to
accommodate garage entrances, retail loading areas, vehicular crossings, and de-icing
treatments.

In the event of damage, repair or utility work, hardscapes may be easily repairable with
matching materials. Pavements must be slip resistant and safe for pedestrian traffic. Paving
that utilizes lighter coloring can help reduce heat island effect and can count towards LEED
credits. The following are pavement considerations:
•

Paving may be predominantly used to minimize tripping hazards along the
pedestrian clearway zone.

•

Unit pavers and other specialty hardscape materials may be provided as a
border around cast in place concrete.

•

Specialty paving may be used to highlight entries to buildings or parks, midblock crossings or public art. Paving over tree spaces may be porous, either
by utilizing porous pavers, setting unit pavers on a pervious setting bed or
using tree grates.

•

Within the Urban Core, concrete pavers may be used to signify primary
building entries and stairs. Compacted almost-flush decomposed granite and
or a Flexi-pave surface material could be considered an option for surfacing
when permeability is necessary.

Concrete unit paving along with cast in place concrete

Concrete Unit Pavers

Pigmented cast in place concrete

Stone Dust
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Community Gathering Areas
Urban Core - Site Furnishings
•

Within the Urban Core, seat walls or colored concrete benches (possibly with wooden seats)
may be used to provide seating in or around the edges of these spaces. Walls may be concrete
or stone with optional metal and wood components and be compatible in material, pattern and
color with immediately adjacent buildings. Capstones may be granite or precast concrete. Seat
walls may be set level.

•

The litter receptacle that may be used throughout the Project with top or side opening, or
similar.

•

For bicycle storage, racks may be anchored to a concrete base.

•

Benches, tables and other types of seating may be located in a variety of settings to allow a
choice of scenery and social settings. Within the Project, a mix of fixed and movable chairs, as
well as tables may be provided to allow for informal gatherings, outdoor eating, studying and
socializing.

•

If located in sunny areas, umbrellas, parasols or other shading devices may be considered.

•

Playful, relaxed types and shapes of furniture may be utilized, including Adirondack chairs,
lounges, swings and similar.

•

In addition to movable tables and chairs, fixed benches may be used near building entrances,
including vestibules, and other covered spaces.

Planters as Security Bollards

Trash Receptacles

Movable Chairs and Tables

Security Bollards

Movable Wood Furniture

Linear Benches

Wood Raised Decking
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Community Gathering Areas
Urban Core - Lighting
The primary function of exterior lighting is the safety of drivers and pedestrians at night, but it has
an equally important role in complementing architecture and urban form to provide a sense of place
before and after sunset. All lighting may observe the following guidelines with respect to exterior
lighting:
Parking lot lighting – Parking lot light fixtures may be no more than 30 feet (30’) tall when measured
against the adjacent parking lot grade, and be equipped with a full shield and cutoff. All fixtures may
be mounted at a consistent height above adjacent finished grade, regardless of where it is located.
Building lighting – Exterior walls of buildings may be illuminated at a regular interval by wallbracketed or accent up light fixtures, and such fixtures may complement the building’s architectural
expression. Where a feature such as a soffit or arcade is employed in the architectural design of a
building, lighting may be recessed into that feature. Lighting may also illuminate building and
tenant-specific signage.

Pedestrian scale street lights as
historical modernism

Linear lighting integrated within seating

Pedestrian scale street
lights as contemporary

Pedestrian lighting – Pedestrian light fixtures may be no more than 14 feet (14’) tall, and be
anchored by a pedestal base that is of proportion to the height and circumference of the pole of a
complementary material. Pedestrian lighting may be contemporary or historical modern.
Plaza lighting – Plaza lighting may have a variety of lighting options; catenary, lighting incorporated
into seating, lighting integrated in the plaza paving, and seasonal lighting. Plaza lighting may differ
from other lighting in the Urban Core to denote the space as special and each plaza space may
feature its own lighting style to highlight each space’s unique nature.
Service area lighting – Service area lighting fixtures may include directional shields so that light from
these fixtures does not reach adjoining parcels, parking, or landscape areas. No floodlights may be
permitted unless they are sufficiently shielded to not be visible from public rights of way or casting
light onto adjoining parcels, parking, or landscape areas.

Plaza Lighting with Catenary Lighting

Sculptural / seasonal lighting

Integrated lighting
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Community Gathering Areas
Areas Beyond Urban Core - Landscape Character
Community gathering spaces as identified in this section of the Design
Guidebook are important to the successful activation and animation of
adjacent residential neighborhoods. The community gathering spaces
need to be strategically sited, designed, programmed and managed to
be complementary to the overall experience and to add value to their
adjacent buildings and the Project as a mixed use neighborhood.

Water features

Shown below are examples of a wide variety of community gathering
spaces that represent the many ways that they can be used to activate
residential neighborhoods in terms of programming, function,
activation, design quality, and design details that are intended for the
Project. These community gathering spaces illustrate the many
different ways to activate and program civic spaces through projects
that include: provision of seasonal comforts such as shade; flexible
seating and outdoor gathering spaces; connections to walking paths
and regional trails; dog parks; children’s playgrounds, quiet seating
areas; game venues; gardens; fire pits; and exercise facilities; among
Color Gardens through native
others.
planting

Dog parks provided in close proximity to residential

Walking paths and connections to larger regional
trail systems

Shade structures for comfortable seating

Gaming tables and seating

Key Elements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Children’s Playground
Dog Parks
Walking Paths
Recreational Activities
Game Tables
Varied Seating
Color Gardens
Splash Park / Water features
Flexible Lawn
Shade seating

Children's playgrounds and nature play

Recreational activities
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Community Gathering Areas
Areas Beyond Urban Core - Hardscape Elements
The following section sets forth the design goals and objectives for the landscape materials
that may be used throughout the broader development area, and within the individual
building sites. The following material guidelines apply to open spaces and parks that are
outside of the Urban Core. The following guidelines may apply to all landscaping materials
subject to modification in the design review process:

Cast in Place Concrete

Stone Dust Path

Concrete unit paving along with cast in place concrete

Cast in Place Walls and Paths

Cast in Place Concrete

Pigmented Cast in Place Concrete

All paving materials may be able to withstand high volumes of pedestrian movement and
harsh weather conditions. Paving may be able to accommodate garage entrances, retail
loading areas, vehicular crossings, and de-icing treatments.
In the event of damage, repair or utility work, hardscapes may be easily repairable with
matching materials. Pavements must be slip resistant and safe for pedestrian traffic. Paving
that utilizes lighter coloring can help reduce heat island effect and can count towards LEED
credits. The following are pavement recommendations:
•

Paving may be predominantly used to minimize tripping hazards along the
pedestrian clearway zone.

•

Specialty paving may be used to highlight entries to buildings or parks, midblock crossings or public art. Paving over tree spaces may be porous, either
by utilizing porous pavers, setting unit pavers on a pervious setting bed or
using tree grates.

•

Within the district, concrete pavers may be used to signify primary building
entries and stairs. Compacted almost-flush decomposed granite and or a
Flexi-pave surface material could be considered an option for surfacing when
permeability is necessary.
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Community Gathering Areas
Areas Beyond Urban Core - Site Furnishings
•

Outside the Urban Core, seat walls or colored concrete benches (possibly with wooden seats)
may be used to provide seating in or around the edges of these spaces. Walls may be concrete
or stone with optional metal and wood components and be compatible in material, pattern and
color with immediately adjacent buildings. Capstones may be granite or precast concrete. Seat
walls may be set level.

•

The litter receptacle that may be used throughout the Project with top or side opening, or
similar.

•

For bicycle storage, racks may be anchored to a concrete base.

•

Benches, tables and other types of seating may be located in a variety of settings to allow a
choice of scenery and social settings. Within the Project, a mix of fixed and movable chairs, as
well as tables may be provided to allow for informal gatherings, outdoor eating, studying and
socializing.

•

If located in sunny areas, umbrellas, parasols or other shading devices may be considered.

•

Creative, Playful, relaxed types and shapes of furniture may be utilized, including Adirondack
chairs, lounges, swings and similar.

•

Seating may be integrated into landscape features, such as terrace seating built into a hillside.

•

In addition to movable tables and chairs, fixed benches may be used near building entrances,
including vestibules, and other covered spaces.

Table as Recreational Activity

Movable Chairs and Tables

Sitting Walls with Lawn Terrace

Trash Receptacles

Creative Seating and Furniture

Bike Racks

Bollards
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Community Gathering Areas
Areas Beyond Urban Core - Lighting
The primary function of exterior lighting is the safety of drivers and pedestrians at night, but it has
an equally important role in complementing architecture and urban form to provide a sense of place
before and after sunset. Here are guidelines with respect to exterior lighting:

Parking lot lighting – Parking lot light fixtures may be no more than 30 feet (30’) tall when measured
against the adjacent parking lot grade, and be equipped with a full shield and cutoff. All fixtures may
be mounted at a consistent height above adjacent finished grade, regardless of where it is located.
Building lighting – Exterior walls of buildings may be illuminated at a regular interval by wallbracketed or accent up light fixtures, and such fixtures may complement the building’s architectural
expression. Where a feature such as a soffit or arcade is employed in the architectural design of a
building, lighting may be recessed into that feature.
Pedestrian lighting – Pedestrian light fixtures may be no more than 14 feet (14’) tall, and be
anchored by a pedestal base that is of proportional to the height and circumference of the pole and
of a complementary material. Pedestrian lighting may be contemporary or historical modernism.

Pedestrian scale street lights as
historical modernism

Pedestrian scale street
lights as contemporary

Bollard Lighting

Neighborhood p;ark lighting – Plaza lighting may have a variety of options in addition to poles;
catenary, lighting incorporated into seating, lighting integrated in the plaza paving, and tree uplighting.
Service area lighting – Service area lighting fixtures may include directional shields so that light from
these fixtures does not reach adjoining parcels, parking, or landscape areas. No floodlights may be
permitted unless they are sufficiently shielded to not be visible from public rights of way or casting
light onto adjoining parcels, parking, or landscape areas.

Tree Up-Lighting

Catenary Lighting

Integrated Lighting
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Screening
Parking Structures
Key Elements
•

Minimize the presence of parking structures through
integration into buildings and/or screening with active uses
such as retail, transparent stairways/elevators, or with
architectural and artistic treatments.

•

Provide special architectural treatment to any exposed
portion of a parking structure, including but not limited to
programmed space on the ground floor, variety of
materials, colors and textures, visually-intriguing façade
screens, vertical gardens, public art, rain capture systems,
photovoltaics, lighting, etc.

•

Consider designing parking structures with sufficient floorto-floor heights that allow for future transformation from
automobile storage to different complementary uses.

•

Exterior façade may incorporate signage as appropriate in
accordance with signage section.

Planting ledges on garage

Trellis supporting vines

Metal Mesh Panels

Parking structure with integrated and colorful wayfinding and Identity

Metal architectural screen

Lighting and solar collectors

Varying metal louvers to create shadow patterns on facade

Design projections for oblique views

Architectural treatment of parking garage
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Screening
Screening and Enclosures
Service areas must be screened from streets and public view. Screening strategies may include highquality fences and dense plantings, and screening may reach 6’ tall. Materials may vary but must be clean,
contemporary, and neutral in color. Preferred materials include wood, metal and neutral-colored
composite materials that provide at least 80% opacity and complement the architectural treatment of the
building and surrounding public spaces. Chain-link fence, wind-screen fencing, and other temporary or
low-quality fencing should be avoided. Planting may be used to screen certain areas from off-site views,
including areas containing the following uses:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Shipping and receiving services
Trash collection containers
Exterior mechanical equipment
Water supply and irrigation control
Sources of noise

Metal Enclosure Integrated with Architecture

Wood Enclosure Integrated with Architecture

Metal Enclosure

Planting screening
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Signage
Signage Tiers and Locations

LAND DEVELOPMENT ORDINANCE SECTION 9.1.4 (C) - PROHIBITED SIGNS
THE USE OF BANNERS, ROOF SIGNS AND DIGITAL SIGNS SHALL BE PERMITTED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE APPROVED DESIGN GUIDEBOOK.
LAND DEVELOPMENT ORDINANCE SECTION 9.2.3
RESTRICTIONS ON SIGN COLOR LIMITATIONS SHALL NOT BE APPLICABLE TO THE URBAN
CORE AREA IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE APPROVED DESIGN GUIDEBOOK.
LAND DEVELOPMENT ORDINANCE SECTION 9.2.4
RESTRICTIONS ON ILLUMINATION OF SIGNS SHALL NOT BE APPLICABLE TO THE URBAN
CORE AREA IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE APPROVED DESIGN GUIDEBOOK.
LAND DEVELOPMENT ORDINANCE SECTION 9.2.6 (B)
RESTRICTIONS ON NEON SIGNS SHALL NOT BE APPLICABLE TO THE URBAN CORE AREA IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE APPROVED DESIGN GUIDEBOOK.
LAND DEVELOPMENT ORDINANCE SECTION 9.2.8
A MASTER SIGNAGE PLAN SHALL NOT BE REQUIRED; ALL SIGNAGE REGULATIONS SHALL
BE GOVERNED BY THE APPROVED THE DESIGN GUIDEBOOK.
LAND DEVELOPMENT ORDINANCE SECTION 9.2.5 (G)
ADDITIONAL MONUMENT SIGNS SHALL BE ALLOWED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
APPROVED DESIGN GUIDEBOOK. DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS MAY BE EXCEEDED BY
UP TO 25 PERCENT. THE REQUIRED PERCENTAGE OF MASONRY SHALL REMAIN IN PLACE,
HOWEVER, IN ORDER TO REFLECT THE OVERALL ARCHITECTURE OF THE COMMUNITY,
OTHER HIGH-QUALITY MATERIALS ILLUSTRATED IN THE DESIGN GUIDEBOOK SUCH AS
STONE, METAL, AND WOOD MAY BE SUBSTITUTED FOR THE MASONRY REQUIREMENT.
LAND DEVELOPMENT ORDINANCE SECTION 9.2.5 (F)
ADDITIONAL PRINCIPAL GROUND SIGNS SHALL BE ALLOWED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
APPROVED DESIGN GUIDEBOOK.
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Signage
Streetlight Banners / Wayfinding / Digital Directories

Streetlight Banners

Street Wayfinding

Street Wayfinding

Park Wayfinding

Digital Directory

Street Poles and Wayfinding
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Signage
Building Signage/ Parking Signage/ Outdoor Screens / Digital Advertising

Building Banners

Outdoor Digital Screen

Wrap Building Signage

Digital advertising

Rooftop Signage

Wall Mounted Parking Sign

Parking Garage Entry Signage

Digital Parking Deck Sign
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Signage
Commercial Tenant Signs

Natural Materials and Backlighting

Neon on Painted Brick

Blade Signage

Wall Mount Signage

Signage Painted on Brick

Wall Mount Signage

Signage Painted on Brick
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Signage
Commercial Tenant Signs

Painted Signage

Use of Neon

Painted Wood Signage

Use of Neon on Brick

Metal Signage

Wall Mount Neon

Backlighting

Sandwich Board Signage

Wall Mounted Blade Sign
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Signage
Commercial Tenant Signs

Back lit letter signage

Bold identity with large text

Bold identity with large text and logo through signage

Letter and logo signage

Tenant signage on canopies

Tenant visual identity and signage expressed
along the entire tenant space

Bold identity expressed through neon
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Signage
Commercial Tenant Signs

Canopy mounted signage

Canopy mounted signage

Canopy mounted signage

Canopy mounted signage

Awning Signage
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Signage
Monument Signs

Horizontal Signage to incorporate natural materials

Signage integrated with landscape

Signage integrated with sculpture and art

Signage integrated with lighting

Signage integrated with streets
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Specialty and Seasonal Uses
The architectural character of specialty and seasonal uses may reflect their purpose
to create pedestrian activity and social interactions to activate the spaces in which
they are located. The architectural character of these uses may be of a design quality
that reflects their temporary and episodic purpose, while being complementary to
adjacent buildings. The architectural design of specialty and seasonal uses such as
food truck locations, kiosks, mobile dining venues, ice rinks, and pop-up markets,
among other may be derived from and enhance the architectural style and design
quality of adjacent buildings. These uses are an opportunity to test and experiment
with flexible programming that may change by season and over time while
promoting social interaction..

Key Elements
•

Food truck locations may have a dedicated space with lighting, seating areas and
access to nearby restrooms.

•

Seasonal and specialty retail kiosks may be highly transparent, well lit,
contemporary in design, and able to be used through all four seasons.

•

Mobile dining venues may be strategically located to enhance pedestrian activity
and be adjacent to other specialty and season uses to activate strategic locations
with enhanced and concentrated pedestrian activity.

•

Multi-purpose recreational venues that can support an ice rink in the winter and
a water spray/splash pool in the summer may be sited in strategic high
pedestrian volume locations that may provide animation and vibrancy.

•

Seasonal venues such as farmers markets may have a dedicated location that has
good delivery truck access and nearby parking. There may be a dedicated
location with access to utility hook-ups and customer amenities.

Food trucks

Unique approaches to specialty retail

Shipping container kiosks

Seasonal retail pavilions
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Temporary Uses
Large scale mixed use projects such as Cary Towne Center
redevelopment may be developed over time in phases.
Accordingly, there may be future phase parcels that may be
temporarily undeveloped until a specific used is identified. To
activate these vacant spaces in the interim it is possible to
incorporate a variety of temporary retail/commercial and
community uses such as pop-up food & beverage uses and
pavilions and community event gathering spaces.
A wide variety of eclectic temporary and seasonal uses and
events such as food truck venues, outdoor music and
entertainment venues, creative retail pavilions, food &
beverage, and arts & culture displays may enrich the
experience of the Project while it is under construction.
Temporary “pop-up” park

Pop-up pavilions from shipping containers

Temporary outdoor brewery and beer garden

Community gathering areas

Outdoor beer garden with temporary pavilion
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